
 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

American statesman, lawyer and the 16th president of the  

United States. Lincoln led the nation through its greatest moral, 

constitutional, and political crisis in the American Civil War. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Denis Diderot was a French philosopher, art critic, and writer, best 

known for serving as co-founder, chief editor, and contributor to the 

Encyclopédie. He was a prominent figure in Age of Enlightenment. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow was an American poet and  

educator whose works include "Paul Revere's Ride",  

The Song of Hiawatha, and Evangeline. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Charles Pierre Péguy was a French poet, essayist, and editor. His two 

main philosophies were socialism and nationalism, but by 1908  

he had become a believing but non-practicing Roman Catholic. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Francesco Petrarca was an Italian scholar and poet during the  

early Italian Renaissance who was one of the earliest humanists. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Benjamin Disraeli was a British politician of the Conservative  

Party who twice served as Prime Minister of the United Kingdom. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Thomas Moore was an Irish poet, singer, songwriter, and entertainer. 

As Lord Byron's named literary executor, Moore was responsible  

for burning Lord Byron's memoirs after his death. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

George Meredith was an English novelist and poet of the Victorian  

era. He was nominated for the Nobel Prize in Literature seven times. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Francis Bacon was an English philosopher and statesman who  

served as Attorney General and as Lord Chancellor of England. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Charles Dickens was an English writer and social critic. He created  

some of the world's best-known fictional characters and is  

regarded by many as the greatest novelist of the Victorian era. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Auguste Comte was a French philosopher and writer who formulated 

the doctrine of positivism. He is often regarded as the first philosopher 

of science and considered the founder of sociology. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Henry David Thoreau was an American poet, and philosopher.  

He is best known for his book "Walden" about simple living in natural 

surroundings, and his essay "Civil Disobedience" an argument  

for disobedience to an unjust state. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Elizabeth Stanton was an American suffragist, social activist, 

abolitionist, and leading figure of the early women's rights movement. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Abraham Lincoln, as the 16th president of the United States, issued the 

Emancipation Proclamation ending slavery and led the nation through 

its greatest moral and political crisis in the American Civil War. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Oscar Wilde was an Irish poet and playwright that became one  

of the most popular playwrights in London.  Famous for  

writing the “Importance of Being Earnest”. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

William Ewart Gladstone was a British statesman and Liberal  

politician. In a career lasting over 60 years, he served for 12 years 

 as Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, spread over four  

terms beginning in 1868 and ending in 1894. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Auguste Comte was a French philosopher and writer who formulated 

the doctrine of positivism. He is often regarded as the first philosopher 

of science and is considered founder of sociology. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Charles Dickens was an English writer and social critic. He created  

some of the world's best-known fictional characters and is  

regarded by many as the greatest novelist of the Victorian era. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Benjamin Harrison was the 23rd president of the United States from 

1889 to 1893. He was a grandson of the ninth president, William  

Henry Harrison, creating the only grandfather–grandson  

duo to hold the office. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Herbert Spencer was an English philosopher, biologist,  

anthropologist, and sociologist known for his infamous theory  

of Social Darwinism throughout contemporary history. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

William Makepeace Thackeray was a British novelist,  

author and illustrator born in India. He is known for his  

satirical works about British society. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

William Cowper was an English poet and hymnodist. One of 

 the most popular poets of his time. In many ways, he was  

one of the forerunners of Romantic poetry. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

John Locke was an English philosopher and physician, widely  

regarded as one of the most influential of Enlightenment  

thinkers and commonly known as the "Father of Liberalism." 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Matthew Henry was a nonconformist minister and author,  

born in Wales but spent much of his life in England. He is  

best known for the six-volume biblical commentary  

Exposition of the Old and New Testaments. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Andrew Carnegie was a Scottish-American industrialist, and 

philanthropist that led the expansion of the steel industry  

and became one of the richest Americans in history. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Jean-Jacques Rousseau was a Genevan philosopher, writer and 

composer. His political philosophy influenced the progress of  

modern political, economic and educational thought. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

The Buddha was a philosopher and spiritual teacher born in India.  

 As the founder of Buddhism, he taught a spiritual path of  

ethical training and meditative practices. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Edmund Burke was an Irish statesman, philosopher and  

proponent of manners in society and the importance of  

religious institutions for moral stability. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

François Auguste René Rodin was a French sculptor generally 

considered the founder of modern sculpture. He was schooled 

traditionally and took a craftsman-like approach to his work. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Nicolas Boileau-Despréaux, poet and leading literary critic in  

his day, known for his influence in upholding Classical standards  

in both French and English literature. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Franz Liszt was a Hungarian composer, virtuoso pianist, conductor, 

music teacher, arranger, and organist of the Romantic era. He is 

 widely regarded to be one of the greatest pianists of all time. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Galileo di Vincenzo Bonaulti de Galilei was an Italian astronomer, 

physicist and engineer, sometimes described as the "father of 

observational astronomy" and the "father of modern science". 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Baltasar Gracian was a Spanish Jesuit Priest,  

counselor to kings, philosopher and author. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Hippocrates of Kos was a Greek physician of the Age of Pericles 

(Classical Greece), who is considered one of the most outstanding 

figures in the history of medicine. He is often referred to  

as the "Father of Medicine". 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Marcus Aurelius was a Roman emperor and a Stoic philosopher. 

 He was the last of the rulers known as the Five Good Emperors,  

and the last emperor of the Pax Romana. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

William Henry Keeler nicknamed "Wee Willie", was an American right 

fielder in Major League Baseball player from 1892 to 1910.  Keeler had 

the highest career at bats-per-strikeout ratio in MLB history. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Nathaniel Hawthorne was an American novelist, dark  

romantic, and short story writer. His works often focus  

on history, morality, and religion. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

William Cowper was an English poet and hymnodist. One of 

 the most popular poets of his time. In many ways, he was  

one of the forerunners of Romantic poetry. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Thomas Paine was an English-born American political activist, 

philosopher, political theorist, and revolutionary. He inspired the 

patriots in 1776 to declare independence from Great Britain. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____ 

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ______ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 

A Bit of Wisdom, a Dash of History and a Bunch of Easy Math! 

What does this Bit of Wisdom mean to you? ___________ 

 

Abraham Lincoln was an American statesman, lawyer and the 16th 

President of the United States. He led the nation through its greatest 

moral, constitutional, and political crisis in the American Civil War. 

How Old was this Person? ___     Years since they were Born/Died? ___  / ___  

Youngest age on team? ____   Oldest age? ____    All Ages added up? ____  

Average Age on team? ____ Their Birth Year to Your Birth Year? _____  

How many years between oldest year and most recent year on team? ___ 

Avg Ages: #1+#2 = ___    #3+#4 = ___   #5+#6 = ___   #7+#8 = ___   #?+#? = ___... 



 







 





 

Did you wonder why I used St. 

Jerome’s “Good, Better, Best”  

quote on the 1st 8 teams?   

The answer is on the  

GuideALife.com website.   

There are also several contests where 

you might win FREE t-shirts from our 

“iTHINKtees” collection. 

http://guidealife.com/

